At the workshops, we will separate by cluster and begin to sketch structural frameworks with roles and responsibilities that could exist within a cluster leadership team and support functions. The purpose of the forum is to begin the work needed to identify cluster leadership teams, varied needs of each cluster, and potential areas for centralized functions. Please bring your creativity and any material, ideas, or information you think might be constructive to the conversation.

AGENDA
- Brief overview: where we are now
- Breakout: design your cluster
- Sharing of model ideas: Q&A
- Return to group: areas to refine
- Moving forward

PURPOSE
1. Begin to design drafts for viable leadership team models within the Clusters
2. Begin to address administrative support needs for Clusters and disciplines
3. Pave the way for next steps and summer work

GUIDING QUESTIONS
1. Of all of the things that are done in Departments, what are the things that can be consolidated and redistributed within the Cluster?
2. How will program-level functions and needs be addressed by faculty and staff with those programs/disciplines?
3. What topics can be placed in a parking lot to be addressed later?